Abstrac:t-A successful exploitation of thermal plasmas in the field of high temperature chemistry and material processing requires a fundamental understanding of the interaction between a plasma and matter in the condensed phase. In this paper some of the basic aspects involved in the heat exchange between a thermal plasma and solids or liquids are reviewed, with emphasis on recent experimental results obtained at the U niversity of Minnesota. These results refer to plasma heat transfer situations with and without electric current flow to or from the surface under consideration. For both Situations methods have been developed which allow fairly accurate measurements of local heat fluxes over a wide range of plasma parameters. An effective utilization and exploitation of the plasma state requires a thorough understanding of the heat transfer process from a plasma to a solid or a liquid. This process is much more complicated than in the case of an ordinary gas. The existence of free electrons and positive ions in a plasma and the steep gradients of the plasma parameters, particularly in the vicinity of walls or electrodes, give rise to a number of effects which are still poorly understood. The interaction with relatively strong radiation field~ which are typical for thermal plasmas, complicates the situation further.
An effective utilization and exploitation of the plasma state requires a thorough understanding of the heat transfer process from a plasma to a solid or a liquid. This process is much more complicated than in the case of an ordinary gas. The existence of free electrons and positive ions in a plasma and the steep gradients of the plasma parameters, particularly in the vicinity of walls or electrodes, give rise to a number of effects which are still poorly understood. The interaction with relatively strong radiation field~ which are typical for thermal plasmas, complicates the situation further.
Research in the field of plasma heat transfer received a strong impetus by plasma applications related to space fiight and reentry simulation. Relevant Iiterature references are summarized in Ref. l.
There seems to be renewed interest in this field, precipitated by the energy crisis. Both the availability of nuclear fuels and the abundant supplies of coal suggest that an Electric Energy Economy may be at least part of the solution to the long term energy problems. A shift to electricity as the major energy base will have a profound impact on high temperature chemistry and high temperature material processing for which plasma processes may find increasing applications. [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] In this paper, recent results of experimental and analytical plasma heat transfer studies, conducted in the High Temperature Labaratory, Heat Transfer Division, University of Minnesota will be summarized. No attempt will be niade to give a comprehensive Iiterature survey. Only a few publications will be mentioned which are directly related to the material covered in this paper.
In the experimental work electric arcs have been used as a convenient means for generating plasmas in a temperature range fromapproximately 8 X ur to 3 X Hf K and electron densities ranging from 10 16 to 10 18 cm-3 • These plasmas can be described as continua since most of the studies refer to atmospheric pressure and the temperature is usually high enough so that the plasmas 199 may be considered as thermal plasmas, i.e. they approach a state of Local Thermodynamic Equilibrium (LTE). The cooling effect caused by walls and electrodes bordering the plasma or by particulate matter injected into the plasma extends, generally, into the plasma in a thin layer only which can, in the usual terminology be described as a boundary layer.
Analytical investigations in plasma heat transfer are almost entirely restricted to laminar fiow because the degree and the nature of turbulence in the plasma ftow is only poorly known.
The paper is divided into three sections. The first section reviews some basic aspects of plasma heat transfer, including a brief discussion of the various mechanisms which may contribute to the total heat fiow. In the second section, results of heat transfer studies to surfaces will be reviewed assuming that these surfaces are not subject to appreciable current fiow. This situation prevails in all kinds of plasma generating devices in which the plasma is in "contact" With walls or other structural elements of the device (excluding electrodes) as weil as in plasma applications in which materials are exposed to or forced into the hot plasma.
If there is a substantial ftow of electric current to a surface, heat transfer may be dominated by the current ftow. This situation will be discussed in the last section which deals with electrode heat transfer, in particular with heat transfer to the anode in high intensity arcs.
BASIC ASPECTS OF PLASMA BEAT TRANSFER
For a proper assessment of plasma heat transfer it is useful to evaluate qualitatively how much heat transfer in a plasma is expected to differ from heat transfer in an ordinary gas at low temperature.
(A) Qualitative considerations
The heat transfer phenomenon and, in particular, the thermal boundary layer are weil understood for a cool, solid body immersed in a laminar hot gas stream in wbich no chemical reactions occur. In this simple situation, the heat transfer can be predicted by a dimensionless parameter, the Nusselt number Nu= /(Pr,Re)
(Pr= Prandtl number, Re= Reynolds number). With 'some modifications, similar relationships hold for dissociating gases, provided that the Lewis number which describes the diffusion of the species is close to unity.
If one now considers heat transfer in a temperature range high enough for ionization to occur, one might be tempted to expect a strong increase of the heat transfer coefficient because the free electrons contribute strongly to the thermal conductivity as they do in a metaL But this is not the case-at least not on a cold catalytic wall-because its surface is always separated by a cool less ionized layer from the hotter part of the boundary layer and from the main stream. This layer willbe thicker when chemical equilibrium exists than for a chemically frozen boundary layer. Such a layer acts as a thermal insulator and preveilts a large increase in heat transfer. From a purely theoretical point of view, only on a completely non-catalytic surface an electron density with finite values would exist throughout the boundary layer and considering electronic conduction only, a strong increase of the heat transfer to the surface would have to be expected.
There is another factor involved in heat transfer from a plasma which tends to. reduce the heat ßux. In the interdiffusion of electrically charged and uncharged particles in an ionized gas, the electrons and ions move as if they were joined together-(ambipolar diffusion). The diffusion coefficient D for this process is approximately a factor of two larger than the diffusion coefficient for the corresponding neutral particles. It therefore maintains its order of magnitude in the Lewis number Le=pcpD k (2) (p = density, Cp = specific heat at constant pressure, D = diffusion coefficient, k =thermal conductivity). The thermal conductivity in a plasma, however, increases possibly by an order of magnitude or even more. This causes the Lewis number to assume values smaller than one. Therefore, a correction term has to be applied to the heat transfer coefficient which reduces the Nusselt number. 1 These considerations demonstrate that the Nusselt number and the heat ßux to the surface are not as strongly inßuenced by the presence of electrons as one would expect and that the heat ßux in a boundary layer at composition equilibrium will be smaller than in a frozen boundary layer. Experiments which verify these conclusions will be discussed in later paragraphs.
Another mechanism which is of minor importance in an ordinary gas at low temperature may play an important role if plasmas are considered. A thermal plasma is a strongly radiating gas. In general, the integrated radiation intensity is a function of temperature and pressure for a given plasma. For the temperature range which is of interest in this review, the radiation intensity increases strongly with temperature and also with pressure. For extremely high pressures (> 100 atm) the radiation intensity approaches that of a blackbody.
Unfortunately, there is no general description of radiative heat transfer from a plasma to a surface because this transfer depends strongly on the nature of the plasma and on the entire coilfiguration. Only in extremely simple situations of optically thin plasmas, generated from pure, monatomic gases, reasonably accurate values of the emission coefficient may be available for a prediction of radiative heat transfer.
In applications which utilize uncooled electrodes (for example carbon or graphite) radiative heat transfer from the electrodes to the material to be heated by the plasma may play an important role in the overall energy balance.
(B) Transport equations
In this section a plasma will be considered which is macroscopically at rest. Such a plasma consists, in general, of molecules, atoms, ions and electrons, each again possibly comprising several species. Diffusion processes will set in when the concentration of the components varies locally. The analysis of this diffusion process is extremely involved and simplifications are, therefore, usually introduced. Such simplifications have been discussed, for instance, in a review by Chung. 22 For the following considerations the "binary diffusion model" will be utilized. This model replaces, with regard to diffusion, the actual plasma by a two-component mixture, one component comprised of the molecules and the other of the atoms, ions and electrons. The justification for the use of such a model is the fact that at sufficiently high densities Coulomb forces prevent the ions and electrons from being separated by a diffusion process. The atoms and ions, on the other band, differ less in their molecular weight than both differ from the molecular weight of the molecules. The binary diffusion model for this reason was found to give useful results and will be used in the basic equations describing mass and heat ßuxes.
A diffusional mass ßux can be generated by a concentration gradient, by a pressure gradient, by a temperature gradient and by body forces (for example electric fields). In a boundary layer, diffusion occurs in a direction in which pressure gradients are negligibly small. For this reason pressure diffusion will be disregarded. Diffusion caused by an electric field tends to separate the electrons and the ions. Coulomb forces acting between the particles themselves, however, counteract this tendency and diffusion by this type of body forces will, therefore, be neglected for the plasmas considered in this paper. Diffusion due to gravitational forces is also negligible. The remaining diffusion by concentration gradients and by temperature gradients is described in the two-component gas mixture by the following equation 23 (3)
In this equation it is assumed that a concentration and temperature gradient exist in y-direction. The symbol jDI denotes the mass ßux per unit time and area of component one in this direction, w1 is the mass fraction of component one, wz the mass fraction of component two, T denotes the temperature, p the density of the mixture, D the binary mass diffusion coefficient, and a the thermal diffusion ratio. The mass ßux im of component 2 is by definition equal to -iDI· The corresponding heat ßux q (per unit time and area) is described by the following equation k aT (" . ) .
RT Mz .
The first term in this equation describes energy transport by heat conduction. The second term gives the energy transport by enthalpy interdiffusion and the third term describes energy transport by the diffusion thermo effect.
The symbol k denotes the thermal conductivity, i1 and iz are enthalpies of component 1 and component 2, respectively, R is the gas constant, and M the molecular weight of the rnixture. Mt and M2 denote the molecular weights of the two components, respectively. Equation (4) can also be written in a different way by introducing the mass ftux given by eqn (3).
The two eqns (4) and (5) allow different interpretations of the thermal conductivity for a two-component mixture. The transport property k used in eqn (4) describes the energy transport under the condition that the mass ftux jDt is zero. One can, however, also interpret the term in the bracket of eqn (5) which is multiplied by the temperature gradient as a thermal conductivity describing the energy transport under the condition that no concentration gradient exists. Frequently, the contribution ofthermal diffusion and of the diffusion thermo effect is relatively sman so that in a . first approximation eqns (3) and (4) or (5) 
ay ay
The difference between the two conductivities discussed above has now disappeared. However, an index f is added to the symbol k, indicating that the first term on the right-hand side of eqn (7) considers energy transport due to heat conduction only, and does not include the energy transport by enthalpy interdiffusion described by the second term of the equation. The heat ftux q may be written differently, replacing the temperature T in eqn (7) by the enthalpy i of the mixture. 1 With this replacement eqn (7) reads
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The Lewis number in this equation is defined as Le, =pck;D.
(8) (9) Indices f are again added to the thermal conductivity and to the specific heat, indicating that they describe the energy transport and the enthalpy, respectively, measured while the concentration is held constant. They are referred to as "frozen properties." The last equation can also be written as
with the frozen Prandtl number Pr,= CptP,/k,. This equation is of advantage because in many cases the Lewis number of a binary mixture differs but little from the value one. An. analysis based on the assumption of a Lewis number equal to one serves then as a good tThis assumption is made in many analyses of reentry heat transfer. approximation to actual conditions. For such a mixture, the second term in .eqn (10) is equal to zero, simplifying the equation for the energy ftux considerably.
If local chemical equilibriun;t between the various species within the boundary layer exists or is closely approached,t the local mass fraction (at a prescribed pressure) is only a function of the temperature and consequently of the enthalpy .. Therefore eqn (10) can then be written in the followißg form [ p, 
The whole term within the brackets is now a parameter, depending on the local state in the plasma, and can be used to define a Prandtl number, Pr., according to the equation
This equation now describes, together with the equilibrium Prandtl number, the heat ftux in a plasma under the condition of local chemical equilibrium and is useful in heat transfer calculations which are based on that condition. A comparison of eqns (10) and (12) shows that the difference between the frozen Prandtl number and the equilibrium Prandtl number vanishes for a gas with a Lewis number equal to one. The equations for the mass and energy ftux derived in this paragraph will now be utilized to obtain the boundary layer equations for a two-component gas rnixture.
(C) Laminar boundary layer equations
The equations describing conservation of mass, species, momentum, and energy for plane and rotationally symmetric, laminar boundary layers of a two-component gas mixture can be written in the following form iJ a ax (pr"u) 
pu-+ pv-= --Jnt + Kt ax ay ay (14) Pi" + pv au = _ dp + .!._ (p, au) ax ay dx ay ay (15) pc (uaT + vaT)-u dp = _ aq + p,(au)
. (16) ay . ay .
The coordinates x and y as well as the length r are explained in Fig. 1 . The exponent n is zero for plane ftow and equal to one for rotationally symmetric ftow. The velocity comp(lnents u and v are also indicated in Fig. 1 . Parameters without an index refer to the mixture. The index one refers to component one. The symbol Kt, in eqns (14) and (16) . (17) The energy equation can be written in two different ways depending on which of the two eqns (7) or (11) is introduced into eqn (16) pc (uaT+vaT)-ur;lp=~(k/J)+"_(au)2 p ax ay . dx ay ay ay
The symbol i 0 in eqn (18a) indicates the total enthalpy which includes kinetic energy. One of these equations is used in analyzing heat transfer processes in a plasma which is not in composition equilibrium.
For equilibrium, the energy equations can again be simplified to These equations have to be further modified in the presence of magnetic fields and when electrons enter or leave the surface on which the boundary layer borders.
If radiation is important, a corresponding term has to be added to the energy equation. As previously mentioned, radiative heat transfer is difficult to describe in terms which are valid for every conceivable situation.
Boundary conditions have to be specified at the wall surface and at the outer edge of the bolll\dary layer. At the outer edge it is customary to use the free stream conditions of the plasma. At the wall surface, both velocity components are zero if evaporation and ablation of wall material is excluded.
It should be pointed out that heat transfer under the conditions as outlined above can be predicted to a moder-· ate degree of accuracy only, because a description of the heat transfer process requires the knowledge of thermodynamic and transport properties of the plasma. Since the thermodynamic state of a plasma, especially near a bordering surface when significant deviations from L TE may occur, is often not accurately known, the available thermodynamic and transport properties of plasmas which are based on the existence of L TE are no Ionger of m\lCh help. Furthermore, the available equilibrium plasma transport properties at higher temperature Ievels are still subject to uncertainties. This uncertainty influences also any analytical work which attempts to describe various heat transfer situations.
BEAT TRANSFER TO A SURFACE Wl1110UT

ELECTRIC CURRENT FLOW
In this section two experimental approaches will be discussed for determining local heat fluxes from plasmas to walls which are not subject to an appreciable current flow. The theoretical basis for this situation has been reviewed in section II.
One of the first systematic experimental investigations of plasma-wall heat · transfer has been reported by Mason 24 who utilized a sweeping wire technique similar to the method described by Petrie and Pfender 5 and which will be briefly discussed in this section. Kimura and Kanzawa 26 determined the total heat transfer to wires swept through a high intensity argon arc. In contrast to the sturlies of Ref. 24 , the flow field in the arc induced by the cathode jet plays an important role as demonstrated by the results of Refs. 25 and 26. Kanzawa 27 employed a water-cooled tube for determining the gross effect of electrical biasing on heat transfer. This method which uses the calorimetric principle for heat flux measurements is similar to that used by Meyer and Pfender 28 although no attempt was made in Ref. 27 to evaluate local heat fluxes. Local heat flux measureinents by using spherical thermocouple probes or cylindrical probes immersed into arc plasmas have been reported by Kanzawa. 29 ' 30 The results of these sturlies compare favorably with those which will be discussed in the following.
In order to experimentally assess the effect of ionization on heat transfer to a body immersed into or in contact with a plasma, either small diameter wires have been swept through a plasma generated by a free-burning arc or a thin water-cooled tube has been moved step by step through the plasma. Both methods will be briefly discussed without experimental details which have been presented elsewhere. 25 ' 28 (A) Methods for measuring local heat f!uxes
The underlying principle for obtaining local heat fluxes is the same for both the sweeping wire technique and the water-cooled probe.
1. Sweeping wire technique. The wire probe consisting of W or Pt is swept with constant velocity through the plasma generated by a free-buming arc in argon atmosphere as shown schematically in Fig. 2 . From the completv history of the resistance change of the wire, local heat fluxes to the wire averaged over its circumference and the temperatures of the wire can be derived. The rate of change of the resistance is related to the heat flow to the wire whereas the magnitude of the resistance refiects the temperature of the wire. With the known properties of the wire material, the heat flow to the wire Q(x) is obtained where x denotes the distance of the probe center from the plasma center. The measured distribution Q(x) may be converted into local heat fluxes q(r) using the Abel inversion technique similar to that utilized in spectroscopy. Aprerequisite for the application of this method is rotational symmetry of the plasma. Since Tp1asma il> T wirc the plasma temperature determines the heat transfer 
Water-cooled probe
As previously mentioned, the principle for obtaining local heat fluxes (Abel inversion) is the same. as for the sweeping wire technique. The water-cooled probe, however, utilizes a calorimetric procedure for acquiring the raw data which yields higher accuracies of these data compared to the sweeping wire technique. In addition, biasing of the tube with various potentials is a Straightforward procedure which allows the determination of the Plasma Probe current lnlet water f ~Exit water Fig. 3 . Schematic of the water-cooled probe. effect of electric currents on heat transfer. Local values of heat fluxes and current densities can be measured simultaneously which facilitates comparisons with analytical correlations. In order to determine whether ornot there is any e:ffect associated with the catalyticity of the wall, the tube is coated with a thin layer (20 ~LID) of pyrex glass.
- Figure 3 shows a schematic of the probe in the mid-section of the arc plasma.
(B) Experimental results
For the evaluation of the data, the free stream properties of the arc plasma surrounding the probe are required. Plasma temperatures and velocities have been measured for 200 and 300 A arcs in argon at p = 1 atm.
The isotherm fields are shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 shows the flow field induced by the cathode jet.
Close to the cathode the plasma temperature exceeds 2 X ur K and the corresponding degree of ionization is almost 100%. At a distance 5.5 mm from the cathode, the axis temperature in the arc drops to approximately 1.5 ><, 1 0" K and the associated degree of ionization is close to 50%. The heat transfer measurements which will be discussed in the following have been taken over this range, i.e. from approx.imately 50-100% ionization.
In the case of the sweeping wire technique, bare metal wires (Wand Pt) are swept with constant speed through the arc plasma fn planes perpendicular to the arc axis at distances of approximately 1.5, 3, 4 and 5.5 mm from the cathode tip. In this way, a wide range of plasma temperatures and veloeitles can be covered by the probe Considering convective heat transfer only, the Nusselt number is related to the Reynolds number by Nud-Rel.
For Reynolds numbers in the range from 10 to 50 which are typical for these experiments, the exponent n is approximately 0.5 so that Nud-d 112 and q-d-112 which agrees with the trend of the data. The effect of the sweeping rate has been eliminated by extrapolating the data to zero sweeping rate. A set of typical data is shown in Fig. 6 for distances from 1.55 to 5.4 mm from the cathode. The spread of the curves for various sweeping velocities indicates that the assumption of an equilibrium boundary layer is not consistent with this behavior. This finding is corroborated by the following consideration of characteristic time constants. The characteristic time for energy transport to the sweeping probe according to its velocity is 'I' probe= 10-3 -4 X 10-3 sec. The corresponding time constants for an equilibrium andfrozen boundary layer are listed below.
State of boundary layer Characteristic time constant same order of magnitude as 'Tprobc, the observed dependence of the heat tlux to the probe on the sweeping rate is evidence that the boundary layer is not in an equilibrium state. According to this finding, the curves are extrapolated to zero sweeping rate as indicated by the dashed lines in Fig. 6 . The heat transfer, Q(x), to the bare and pyrex coate4 water-cooled copper tube is determined for arc currents of 200 and 300 A and the measured distributions, Q (x ), are then inverted by the Abel inversion technique. In this way, circurnferentially averaged local heat tluxes, q(r), are obtained. Since any probe assumes an average tloating potential in the plasrna, the inversion of the heat tlow does not result in the heat tlux to a locally tloating probe, but represents some etiective heat tlux, qo(r). Determination of heat tluxes to a truly locally tloating surface requires a series of heat tlow measurements with various biasing potentials.
For this purpose and for assessing the intluence of a current tlow to the probe on heat transfer, measurements of heat transfer and current-voltage characteristics are performed at a large number of X-positions using the water-cooled probe. An example of relevant results is shown in Fig. 7 . From a set of such characteristics, a curve I(x) for a given voltage is derived and inverted to local current densities, j(r). Again, these current densities represent circurnferentially averaged values. The described procedure is repeated for a family of voltages from which, finally, local current density-voltage characteristics can be derived for selected radii.
The etiect of an electriCal bias on the heat tntnsfer expressed by aQ(x, V) which represents the ditierence between heat transfer at average tloating potential to that at a given voltage, V, is tabulated and inverted as described before. The result is added to the etiective heat tlux, qo(r), resulting in the local heat tlux, q(r, V). The precision of fitting the data to a polynominal of least square type and then using the inversion necessitates a separation of the data into these two sets. Since the Abel inversion is a linear integral inversion of the function, a superposition as utilized here is permitted. The resolution of a direct inversion would not be sufficient to demonstrate the bias etiect.
Local heat tlux and etiective heat tlux for the pyrex and metal tube surfaces are shown in Fig. 8 Figure 9 which refers to a biased tube shows the current density-voltage characteristics for four radii, and Fig. 10 shows the corresponding dq due to biasing as a functiori of the current density for three different radii. The probe characteristics of Fig. 9 reveal the typical shape of Langmuir characteristics. For V s 8 V; both sets of curves show ion saturation current. The heat tlux (Fig. 10 ) changes in this region according to the change of volt!lge imposed on the ion saturation current. As · the voltage approaches the tloating point, the heat tlux due to the saturated ion current rapidly diminishes merging into a tlat region showing a minimum which is approximately 1% below the heat tlux at tloating potential and occurs one to tJ.q,W/mm 2 two volts below the tloating potential. Beyond this minimum, the heat tlux to the probe increases with increasing voltage caused by the increasing electron tlux to the probe. At the point of tloating potential, the curve ~q(j) reaches a slope of approximately 4-5 V corresponding to the work function of the probe material (copper). The slope continues to increase with mcreasing voltage. These trends compare favorably with analytical results which will be discussed in the next paragraph. The curves of Fig. 10 reveal also that ~q for local tloating conditions is very small compared to qo, the eflective heat tlux (for a metallic probe on average tloating potential) .. This finding has significant consequences for experimental heat transfersturlies in plasmas. The desired local value of heat transfer can be found with a high degree of accuracy by simply inverting the average tloating heat transfer distribution, Q (x ).
(C) Comparison of experimental results with theoretical predictions
The first part of the following analysis deals with the verification of the frozen chemistry indicated by experimental results. In the second part, a possibility for establishing a semiempirical relationship for heat transfer from a plasma to a solid body will be discussed; andin the third part, analytical predictions for heat transfer to biased walls will be compared with the corresponding experiments using the water-cooled probe. 32 the temperature distribution and the electron density in the region in front of the probe which is govemed by conduction and diflusion can be calculated for the two· (c) Radiation heat transfer from the plasma to the probe surface is neglected.
Thermodynamic state of the boundary layer surrounding a probe. Based on thermal conductivities and diflusion coefficients presented by Fay and Kemp,
(d) The wall is assumed to be fully catalytic.
(e) The calculation is performed for a given wall heat flux.
(f) The sheath is excluded from this analysis.
Results for a wall heat flux of 3 kW /cm 2 are presented in Fig. 11 . As expected, the electron density distribution changes significantly for frozen conditions in the boundary layer which has a thickness in the order of 10-2 cm. A conservative estimate of the diffusion transit time through the boundary layer and of the recombination time demonstrates that they are of the same order of magnitude which clearly indicates that deviations from chemical equilibrium have to be expected. By defining a ratio
..: 
of the effective heat transfer due to diffusion of ion pairs to and recombination at the surface to the heat transfer arising from diffusion and conduction, the relative importance of the charged particles for this heat transfer process can be assessed, assuming that the boundary layer is completely frozen. In eqn (20) n; represents the ion density, V; the diffusion velocity, T rot the free-stream temperature, and V; the ionization potential. For a number of free-stream temperatures within the range of experimental values, y has been calculated and the result is shown in Fig. 12 . From known free-stream temperatures (Fig. 4) , T rot, and measured local heat fluxes, qy, the product n;v; or the ion current density may be found from Fig. 12 and compared with measured ion saturation current densities. This comparison is shown in Table 1 .
The experimental values are consistently higher than the calculated ones which is not surprising because the calculation refers to a wall at floating potential at which the ion current is already 20-30% reduced compared with its actual saturation value. Taking this fact into account 2.0 2.5 3.0
3.5
Distance from wall, y x 10 2 cm Fig. 11 . Calculated electron density and temperature distributions in a plasma-wall boundary layer. Figure 13 shows the corresponding comparison Which, again, indicates that frozen conditions are closely approached ..
Semi-empirical dimensionless heat transfer co"elations.
From a dimensionless analysis 33 follows that the heat transfer due to conduction and diffusion can be expressed by a dimensionless heat transfer coefficient where the exponent m still depends on the particular conditions prevailing in a given sweeping plane. The solid lines in Fig. 13 are based on eqn (22) and represent the data within ± 15% over the entire range of experimental conditions.
Heat transfer model for heat transfer to a biased wall.
A simplified heat transfer model should allow to explain the observed heat fiux dependence on current. For this model, the following assumptions are introduced:
(a) Steady state prevails; (b) The voltage drop in front of the wall is essentially confined in the sheath which is assumed to be collisionless;
(c) The electrons follow a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution;
(d) The model holds only for wall potentials less or equal to the fioating potential;
(e) The accommodation coefficient for the ions is assumed to be one.
For a differential change of the current density, the corresponding change of the wall heat fiux may be expressed by dq = -ji,satdUw +dj.(r/Jw +2kT.,/e). (23) In this equation it,sat represents the ion saturation current density, Uw the wall potential, j. the electron density, r/Jw the work function of the wall material, and T.. the electron temperature at the sheath edge. Equation (23) may be written as differential equation d~t =-jl,sat+(d~J(r/Jw+2kT.,/e). (24) At probe potentials sufficiently negative with respect to the surrounding plasma, the ion current drawn by the probe becomes saturated and at this point dj./dUw is negligible, i.e. only the first term in eqn (24) has to be considered in agreement with experimental data. With assumption (c), eqn (23) can be written in differential form as Ref. to eqn 22) .
for the point of fioating potential. At the point of minimum heat transfer (i.e. dq /dj, = 0), one finds ji,sat/ j, = ec/Jw / kT., + 2 (27) or aUw =(kT.,/e)ln[(e<fJw/kT.,)+2] (28) where aUw represents the difference between floating potential and the point of minimum heat transfer. The derived relations may be used for the interpretation of experimental data. Although the experimental data do not precisely agree with the model, reasonable agreement exists over the entire range of currents. Assuming bounding values for T .. between 5000 and 15,000"K, a comparison between experimental results and predictions based on the adopted model are feasible.
Equation (26) 
ELECTR.ODE BEAT TRANSFER (A) General considerations
The energy transfer process becomes more jnvolved to a surface whiCh draws substantial electric currents from the adjacent plasma (electrodes). This situation prevails, for example, at the electrodes of arc gas heaters or arc furnaces which are attracting increasing interest. A high intensity arc (I> 100 A) at atmospheric or higher pressures usually serves as the heat source in these devices.
Heat trarisfer to the electrodes is strongly influenced by the properties and the behavior of the plasma adjacent to the electrodes, the so-called electrode regions.
In spite of intensive research over the past decades the electrode regions are still poorly understood. This Iack of understanding is a consequence of the complexities prevailing in these regions caused by the interaction of electrical, magnetic, thermal, and fluiddynamic effects, in addition to surface effects which are difficult to assess and frequently impossible to control. Considering these facts, it is not · surprising that there is still no .comprehensive theory capable of describing all the observed phenomena in these regions.
Gathering of experimental data from the electrode regions faces similar problems. The extreme values .of temperature, current density, field st,rength etc. prevailing in these regions and the steep gradients of these parameters make diagnostics a formidable task. Furthermore, these extreme conditions in the electrode regions may cause deviations from L TE which creates another problern for the interpretation of experimental data. It is even doubtful whether or not the velocity distribution of the various plasma components (electrons, ions, neutrals) is still Maxwellian close to the electrodes. · In the case of electrode spots (extremely constricted current attachments), the highly disturbed surface state contributes further to this complexity. One may consider the location of an electrode spot as a highly disturbed metallattice or as an extremely dense metal plasma. The electrode surface at the location of such a spot does not exist any more; it becomes a transition zone between solid state and probably a non-ideal gaseous plasma. These facts explain why there are only very little and rather scattered experimental data available in the Iiterature about the electrode regions. Many findings are more or less concemed with phenomenological observations only. Nevertheless, the Iiterature dealing with the electrode regions of electric arcs is very extensive, in particular the cathode region attracted great interest because of the strong impact of the effects in the cathode region on the entire discharge. Pertinent Iiterature references on the electrode regions up to 1955 are given by Finkeinburg and Maecker. 34 A more comprehensive review listing 645 references has been published by Ecker 5 summarizing relevant work on this subject up to 1959. Ecker stressesin his treatment the basic physics involved in the electrode regions with emphasis on low intensity arcs, whereas Guile 36 in a later review which includes 238 references emphasizes those aspects which are of interest for engineers involved in arc applications, particularly in the application of high intensity arcs. In a recent review by Kimblin 37 experimental aspects of the anode region are discussed for vacuum and atmospheric pressure arcs with emphasis on the effect of plasma flow from the cathode.
Since the total heat fluxes to the anode are usually larger than to the cathode, the following discussion will be mainly concemed with anode heat transfer in high intensity (thermal) arcs. The anode region, as any other part of an electrical discharge, is governed by the conservation equations including the current equation. Unfortunately, any attempt to solve these equations for the anode region faces three major problems. First of all, the conventional conservation equations apply only as long as the continuum approach is valid. Since the anodefall spacing is in the order of one mean free path length of the electrons the continuum approach is no Ionger valid for that part of the anode region. Secondly, the application of the conservation equations requires that the plasma is in LTE or at least that its thermodynamic state is known. There is serious doubt that LTE exists for the entire anode region. Close to andin the anodefall region deviations from LTE are anticipated due to differences in electron and heavy particle temperatures and due to deviation from chemical composition equilibrium. Finally, the specification of realistic boundary conditions for an analysis of the anode region is extremely difficult.
The principle task of the anode fall, namely to provide an electrical connection between the high temperature plasma of the arc and the low temperature anode embraces several effects imposed by the conservation equations. Conservation of energy requires, for example, that field strength and current density adjust themselves so that the total net energy Iosses suffered by a volume element are compensated for by the ohrnie heating in the same volume element. Because of the steep gradients of the plasma parameters in front of and normal to the anode surface, Iosses in axial direction may be substantially larger than in radial direction.
Conservation of charge carriers demands ion production in the anodefall which, however, amountsto only a small fraction (approx 1%) of the total current. At the anode surface the current is exclusively carried by electrons (disregarding ion emitting anodes) which gives rise to a net negative space charge. This space charge tapers off with increasing distance in normal direction from the anode due to ion production mentioned before, until the unperturbed state in the plasma column is reached. The potential drop in the anode fall zone is a consequence of the net space charge adjacent to the anode surface (Poisson equation).
As shown in Ref. 1, heat transfer by the electrons entering the anode frequently represents the dominant heat transfer mechanism at the anode. Therefore, the current density distribution at the anode and the specific anode heat flux distribution are closely related. The attachment of the arc at the anode surface may occur diffusely as weil as severely constricted (spot) andit is still not entirely clear under which conditions constriction will occur. Chemical reactions on the anode surface as, for example, encountered in arcs operated in atmospheric air or in other oxidizing fluids seem to favor a constricted anode root which, at the same time, may travel more or less randomly over the anode surface with . appreciable velocities. Anode evaporation is another mechanism which Ieads, in general, to spot formation. In high current arcs with relatively small electrode Separation (a few centimeters) the diffuse anode attachment is directly. associated with the cathode jet. The weil known bell shape of a free-buming high intensity arc is a typical example. The intense cathode jet impinging on the anode surface pushes hot plasma against the anode eliminating the need for ionization in the anode fall zone. By increasing the electrode gap under otherwise identical conditions the intluence of the cathode jet at the anode is diminished and, finally, at sufficiently large gaps the arc forms a single or several spots at the anode surface. These findings suggest that the anode attachment is govemed by the thermal conditions at and adjacent to the anode surface. Any effect which has a favorable intluence on the energy balance in the anode region, in the sense that intemal heat generation by the arc may be decreased, seems to favor a diffuse arc attachment. In a suitable arc configuration the cathode jet is able to provide a continuous tlow of hot plasma into the anode region reducing in this way the necessity of heat generation by the arc itself. The correlation between current densities and heat tluxes follows from an anode energy balance. Local heat tluxes to the anode may be expressed by 1 (29) In this equation qc stands for local heat fluxes by conduction and convection, q, represents the radiative heat tlux from the plasma, and the last term describes the energy transferred by the electrons to the anode. T, is the temperature of the electrons entering the anode fall zone, V. is the anode fall, t/J. the work function of the anode material, and j, the electron current density at the anode surface. In a steady-state situation the energy gain according to eqn (29) must be balanced by Iosses which may consist of conduction and convection to the surrounding gas, radiation from a single or several hot anode spots, and energy Iosses due to ablation and vaporization of anode material.
In most cases of practical importance heat transfer to the anode is govemed by the electron flow Oast term in eqn (29) (30) and Te= Ur=(~ k;e +V. +tf>.).
For known values of Ur the anode heat flux follows from measured current densities.
Since the arc attachment at the anode may be diffuse or sharply constricted, the corresponding current densities range from Hf to tOS A/cm 2 • 3 8-4 1 These results appear tobe consistent with anode heat tlux measurements 4 2-4 5 which will be discussed in the foilowing paragraph.
(B) Anode heat flux measurements
In this paragraph recent results of anode heat transfer studies conducted in this laboratory will be reviewed.
Results of earlier studies are summarized in Ref. 1.
1. Anode heat transfer in an arc with superimposed axial flow. In these experiments an arc configuration consisting of two plane anodes has been used as shown schematicaily in Fig. 14 . This arrangement resembles the electrode configuration of actual arc gas heaters or plasma torches, and allows unobstructed viewing of the entire arc. The surface area of the anodes is verylarge compared to the size of the arc attachment at· the anode. The location, motion, and cross-sectional area of the anode arc attachment are determined by a balance of-gas dynamic, electric, and magnetic forces as weil as thermal effects, This special anode geometry enables the measurement of the size of the near-anode arc column and the associated average heat flux densities due to the electron current entering the anode.
Under the influence of the superimposed flow the arc attachment at the anode may remain stationary or move downstream increasing the arc length until arc shunting occurs close the cathode.' 1 6.4 7 Since this process repeats itself periodically, the arc operates in this case in a "tluctuating mode".
The motion of the anode root Ieads to changes of the cross-sectional area and shape of the near-anode arc column. These changes are a consequence of the interaction of gas flow and self-magnetic field within the boundary layer overlying the anode surface. The velocity of travel and the relative change of the size of the near-anode arc column as a function of various arc parameters have been measured with an optical method and a floatingpotential probe. 44 The heat tlu;x. measurements for a current range from 50 to 200 A, in argon at pressures from approx 0.1 to · 1 atm and tlow velocities from 0 to 100 rn/sec demonstrate that 70-90% of the heat flux to the anode is transmitted at the anode root, in spite of the relatively large anode surface area exposed to the arc plasma. This concentration of the heat tlux at the anode root gives rise to·very high specific heat fluxes which can be found from measurements of the size of the anode root.
With the previously mentioned diagnostic techniques the size of the near-anode column, which may be in a first approximation equaled with the size of the anode root, has been measured parallel and perpendicular to the flow direction. The results show that the anode root is elongated in flow direction and the elongation increases with increasing tlow velocities for pressure p ~ 0.4 atm. Average current densities in the attachment spot are in the range from 120 to 520 A/cm 2 and the corresponding average specific heat ftuxes range from approx 1-6 kW/cm 2 • In general, the pressure exerts a strong inftuence on the specific heat ftuxes, which show a rapid increase with increasing pressure. The maximum specific heat ftux at the anode root may weil be an order of magnitude higher than the average value. Measurements of maximum specific heat ftuxes at the anode of high intensity arcs will be discussed in the following paragraph.
2. Measurement of maximum specific heat fluxes at the anode of high intensity arcs. Anode heat ftuxes play an important role in the design of all types of arc devices, they must either be minimized "for achieving high efficiencies for example in arc gas heaters and plasma torches, or they must be maximized and shaped for applications such as welding, cutting or melting of materials. The maximum specific heat ftuxes are of particular importance because they frequently determine integrity or failure of an electrode. For this reason a method has been developed in this laboratory which permits reliable measurement of maximum specific heat ftuxes at the anode of pulsed arcs in the kA ·range. 45 The measurement is accomplished by recording the light emission from the rear face of a very thin anode with a calibrated light fiber-photomultiplier combination. The calibration of this arrangement provides a correlation between photomultiplier output and rear surface temperature of the anode. Advantages of this system include the fact that it provides a completely passive temperature measurement with response times at least an order of magnitude faster than needed. Furthermore, use of the light fiber eliminates problems with electrical noise and high voltages. This arrangement provides a temperature history of the anode rear face. The anode rear face temperature may be calculated for assumed input heat ftuxes and the calculated temperature-time responses may be compared with the experimental results. In this way the anode heat ftuxes are deduced from the best fit with the experimental temperature histories.
The results obtained with this technique apply for steady state as' weil as for transient arcs because the arc reaches a quasi-steady state approx 10 ~-tsec after its initiation. The peak ( central) heat ftuxes are measured as the light nber is experimentally determined to be in a central isothermal region of the anode. Spatial variations on the anode could be studied with multiple probes as an extension of the method described in this paper. Figure 15 shows a sketch of the electrode arrangement including the light fiber optics. It is essential that the current is fed to the electrodes in a symmetric manner to avoid self -induced arc motion. The anode consists of a thin meta! foil (0.025-0.075 mm thick) arranged perpendicularly to axis of the cathode. The light fiber optics aligned with the axis of the cathode views the rear face of the anode. The high heat ftuxes from the arc cause the surface temperature to rise very rapidly with little penetration into the material. Therefore, only short duration arcs (:5 200 p,sec) can be used if surface integrity is to be maintained.
The anode temperature history is obtained from the photo-multiplier output by a calibration procedure. The light fiber is exposed to an electrically heated meta! strip which is identical to the anode surface under identical geometrical conditions. The temperature of the surface is monitored with thermocouples and the photomultiplier output is recorded. Figure 16 shows a typical calibration curve for a Cu-anode.
Each firing of the arc is photographed with a high speed streak camera (time resolution approximately 10-7 sec). These photographs provide a time history of a crosssection of the arc very close to the anode. They serve two functions: first they give an indication of the initial transient period of the arc, and second they provide an independent observation of the arc in the immediate vicinity of the anode.
As previously mentioned the heat ftux is determined by matehing experimental and analytical anode temperature histories. The top anode surface begins to rise in temperature immediately upon arc initiation. After a delay, associated with the thermal diffusivity of the anode material and with the anode thickness, · the rear surface temperature begins to rise in temperature also. It is this temperature history which is experimentally measured and which must be analytically determined.
The analytical solution incorporates temperature dependent properties of the anode material and allows for possible surface melting. The approach for avoiding the discontinuity at the liquid-solid interface assumes that materials melt over a small but finite temperature range rather than at a particular temperature. This assumption reduces the melting problern to a conduction problern of a single phase with temperature dependent properties. In particular, the latent heat of fusion appears as an increased specific heat near the melting temperature.
Photomultiplier output, Fig. 16 . Calibration of optical arrangementfor Cu-anode. There is a finite time before the photomultiplier begins to respond. This is due to both the thermal diffusion time through the anode, and the fact that the photomultiplier typically begins to respond at T ~ 500°C. The result isthat the heat flux during the early part of the arc can be determined only as a time integrated quantity. High speed streak photographs indicate a transient period of approximately 10 ,."sec followed by a steady arc. In order to establish a correlation with experimental conditions, a two heat flux analytical model is adopted. An initial influx, Ht, is assumed to prevail for the first 10 ,."sec followed by a heat flux H2 thereafter. This two flux step model is found to result in temperature histories which agree very weil with experimentally measured histories.
As an example Fig. 17 shows a number of measured temperature-time histories (dashed lines) and a calculated curve (solid line). The data generally indicate that the transient heat flux during the first 10 ~-tsec exhibits considerable scatter whereas the steady heat flux is quite reproducible. The high heat flux during the initial phase of the arc is mainly due to the severe constriction of the arc column revealed by streak photographs. As the arc diameter increases a quasi-steady state is reached with substantially lower local heat fluxes. The initial phase of the arc is rather erratic and this fact is reflected in the data scatter. The critical parameter, however, is the slope of the curves. This slope provides the magnitude of the local heat flux at the· time when the temperature is being measured (H2). The position of the curves relates to the initial heat flux (Ht) . Because of the statistical nature of the breakdown a certain scatter of the data has to be expected.
Tungsten, molybdenum, titanium and copper anodes have been utilized with argon and nitrogen at atmospheric pressure as working fluids (the combination titaniumnitrogen has been excluded because of chemical reactions) and arc currents of 5 kA. The initial transient heat fluxes in the range from 170 to 700-k.W/cm 2 are followed by quasi-steady heat fluxes ranging from 25 to 100 kW/cm 2 • The heat fluxes are functions of both the cathode condition and the working gas, but not of the anode material as Jung as the anode surface conditions are not disturbed. For argon as working fluid the maximum specific heat fluxes are by a factor of 2-4 lower than the corresponding heat fluxes in nitr~gen.
